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 DISCOVERY
 A trail of

MOTORING JOURNALISTS ARE OFTEN ASKED 
‘WHAT ONE CAR THEY’D CHOOSE AND WHERE 
THEY’D DRIVE IT TO.’ RICHARD WEBB GIVES A 

DEFINITIVE ANSWER – FOR NOW.



frustrating, so I switched between that and my phone’s Google Maps and soon 
the Wild Oats Community Farmers' Market in Sedgefield loomed large on both 
devices.
 It turns out that this market is a friendly social occasion for locals and visitors 
alike, where buyers meet producers and town meets country every Saturday 
morning.
 We grabbed a decent cappuccino and headed for the stalls which were packed 
with local produce and delicious treats. Fresh olive ciabatta bread, superb fudge, 
cured meats and lots of pancakes loomed large. (Note to self: Don’t shop when 
hungry!). Pressing the Discovery’s fold-out tailgate into action provided a perfect 
place for our padkos and an impromptu picnic.
 Back to the family at Victoria Heights near George, the Discovery seamlessly 
slipped from mountaineering mode into a svelte urban cruiser with the versatility 
you’d expect from an upmarket seven-seat 4x4. In fact, this Land Rover is 
unsurpassed in coping with everything from the local market run to a fully loaded 
excursion up a mountain. It’s also one of the best all-round family cars money can 
buy. 
 But ask me again tomorrow, ‘what car and where?’, and you’ll get a different 
answer…

We’re standing around the braai; 
embers crackling into the night. 
Amidst the aroma of Karoo lamb 

the hubbub of family and friends leads to the 
inevitable question; “What car would you take 
for a slow cruise, and where would you take 
it?” It’s familiar territory for me. Everyone 
expects– and gets – a different answer to the 
same question every time they ask it.
 “I’d take a Land Rover Discovery and 
head down to the Garden Route,” was my 
spontaneous response. And so, it was set in 
stone. Land Rover duly sent me their new 
fifth-generation Discovery HSE, which comes 
with all the legacy credentials you’d ever need 
for any kind of road-trip. I packed light – just 
an overnight bag, my son with his guitar and 
my iPhone for its camera, Google Maps and 
Spotify.
 I pointed the luxurious Discovery Turbo 
Diesel V6 east, along the R332 towards the 
Tsitsikamma Forest road and Baviaans. The 
sky was massive, dwarfing the lazy windmills 
- or ‘windpomp’- as they flicker, capturing and 
reflecting the harsh sunlight. 
 The silky-smooth Discovery is 
consummately at ease along the Thomas 
Bain’s masterpiece that is Baviaanskloof. 
From Patensie in the east to Willowmore in 
the west, the Discovery took in 197 km of 

idyllic wilderness and remained unchallenged 
by majestic mountains, deep rain-washed 
‘dongas ’and low water bridges. 
 Winding through the Grootrivier Poort, 
and then on to Combrink’s Pass with its 
steep and narrow hairpin bends, the scenery 
was epic. Admittedly, the Audi Q7 and Volvo 
XC90 are more sporting in the bends, and the 
Discovery’s looks divide opinion, but this car 
is the most capable yet, blending the unrivalled 
off-road ability of a Defender with excellent 
on-road driving experience. 
 I pressed on hard to Bergplaas, descending 
the Holgat Mountain Pass. The 3.0 SD6 V6 
diesel delivered its 228kW of power through 
four-wheels via a transfer case and an eight-
speed automatic gearbox. Electronically 
controlled air-suspension and a Terrain 
Response system allowed me to adjust the 
diffs, ride height and traction control to suit 
every conceivable road condition.
 And yet, beautiful moments like these 
seem to slip from one’s grasp just when you 
want to hold on to them for as long as possible. 
And so it was that we arrived at the N2 and 
headed westwards, feeling fresh thanks to the 
car’s excellent seats and driving position. It 
was time for some sustenance, and to find an 
authentic, old school country market.
 The car’s sat-nav was occasionally 

The Land Rover 
is unsurpassed 
in coping with 

everything from 
the local market 

run to a fully 
loaded excursion 

up a mountain.
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Sticky Note
bread from the Breadhouse Bakery.....




